Product Feature List

Kinesis vehicle tracking
and fleet telematics
now included in fissara.
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Driver App

each vehicle makes.

Allow your drivers the control and
support to find the sites, routes and
manage WTN (waste transfer notes)
all from a mobile device.

Quick Quote

Save time by cutting out daily trips
to the office by completing digital
vehicle checks at the beginning /
end of the working day increasing
productivity. No hassle of paperwork
and knowledge that your vehicles
are road worthy. Ability to produce
electronic waste transfer notes
reduces errors and lost paperwork
making the business more efficient.

Vehicle Check
Ensure safety for your drivers on
the road by using our mobile App to
perform vehicle inspections prior to
starting their duties.
Let your drivers be drivers, they can
constantly move and make you more
money without the endless trips
to the office. Have all compliance
reporting in one place including
vehicle maintenance. You can view
all your vehicles, on and off the road
and assign and swap drivers easily,
so you have more time to focus on
selling.

Job Allocation
Quick and simple job to vehicle
allocation. Check the daily
contributions by each vehicle to
ensure each driver and vehicle on the
road is profitable and accountable.
Make life simple with our Allocation
function, this is like skill-based
routing for vehicles that autoallocates jobs to the appropriate
driver based on their job type, vehicle
type and location. This saves you
time. You can trust in the system to
manage your daily job allocation and
provide a running total of the profit
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To book a demo visit www.fissara.com or call
the fisara sales team on 0161 546 0336.

Create quick quotes for new
customers and quickly find prices for
materials.
Create, send and track quotes in
seconds, minimising the time spent
on re-quoting and unnecessary
admin. Digitises your sales force and
improve customers’ perception of
your business.

Digital Waste Transfer
Note (WTN)
Waste Transfer Notes are
digitised, collected and completed
automatically and kept on the system
for future audit and compliance
needs.
Move away from endless paper
documents by capturing waste
transfer notes, disposal notes
and customer signatures digitally
using the fissara app. Select which
documents are automatically sent to
your customers with every invoice.

Web Console
Streamline the entire process
of waste and bulk transport
management through an easy-to-use
cloud-based software.
Digitally capture and store customer,
vehicle and job information. Fissara
MOVE files signatures, waste transfer
notes, fuel purchases and photos
and more from each job whilst on the
move allowing simple searching to
find information about any work you
have done before.

Customer Management
Quickly find and update customer
details. Define whether they’re a

In partnership with

credit or cash customer. Define
specific customer information such
as frequency for invoice delivery and
payment details.
Fissara MOVE makes doing business
easier by keeping all your customer
information in one place from
quotation through to job completion
this includes accurate quick
quotations, progress notifications
and better workflow. Manage your
customer expectations by having
instant access to information
providing a better customer service
than your competition.

User Management
Change and update user details
and credentials including changing
passwords with a simple reset
function.
Provides all the information about
your drivers in one place, giving
you more structure and visibility
of your workforce. This enables
you to quickly replace drivers due
to sickness/holiday at the touch
of a button with little or no admin
time lost. Create secure access
to information to your employees
depending on their job, making
managing your business so much
easier.

Online Admin
Proactively manage jobs and vehicle
loads, driver absence and holiday
management. Utilise reporting
with detailed drill down, vehicle
contribution/profitability reporting
and quote follow up.
Our admin function makes it easier
to delegate and track all of the
operational parts of your business in
one system. fissara MOVE allows you
to manage your costs, amend prices
quickly to always stay ahead of your
competition. Add to this our extensive
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and highly accurate quotation
function will give you the competitive
edge to win more business.

Full Quotation
An easy-to-use quote process that
generates very quick and accurate
quotes for your customers.
Create quick and easy quotes in
seconds, quotes can be accepted,
called off and allocated to your
drivers instantly. This improves your
customer service, reducing admin
costs and increasing productivity.
Once created, it’s just a click of a
button from quote to job. You can be
confident that your costs are covered
for every quote you make.

Integrated Payment
Take the payment easily within the
fissara platform with your current
payment provider.
Improve cash flow and establish
higher levels of financial control
by reviewing the job and taking
payment directly in the system from
your customer. No more time spent
searching for the card machine,
payment details are included in
a digital invoice that is triggered
automatically the moment the job is
complete.

Job Scheduling
Dynamic scheduling that will allow
you to assign collections and
deliveries minute by minute on a daily,
weekly and monthly basis.
Manage your jobs, vehicle fleet and
customer orders efficiently, fissara
MOVE can handle any type and size
of skip and even the most complex
schedule that your customers need.
Fissara MOVE achieves this by
providing the most complete quoting
information then allocating jobs to
specific vehicles in a specific order
exactly as your customer expects
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Reporting

Sub Contractor

Full audit trails of journeys and waste
movements are stored in fissara.
Share them with the Environment
Agency and other bodies with a single
click.

Allows you to manage subcontractors
and your own drivers on one system.

Gain better visibility of your
business and assets from our
digital reporting, keeping electronic
copies of documents in one place
that can be included with automated
invoicing. Access a full audit trail
of digital waste transfer/disposal
notes, digital invoicing and a whole
host of business reports which give
you instant access to important
information. Save money by removing
the time you would have spent looking
for paperwork all at the click of a
button.

Invoicing
Create quick and highly accurate
quotes for new and existing
customers incorporating fuel costs,
distance, prices for materials and
disposal. Automate invoice generation
includes all the costs/prices created
in the quote. Allows flexibility to tune
invoice delivery for every customer.
Manage cash and credit customers
easily ensuring you get paid for every
job you do, you also have access
to a number of different invoice
reports and even receive alerts
when your regulars are within 10%
of their credit limits. Take away the
time wasted and the pain of manual
invoicing, improving your cash
flow whilst giving flexibility to your
customers.

Enhanced Invoicing
Complete invoice management from
within the system. Tailor each invoice
and recipient details on the fly.
Find and manage every invoice that is
generated by the system. This make
debt collection easier and gives you
better visibility of your company’s
financial position and cashflow.

Using subcontractors when the
demands on your business are
high or you need to grow quickly is
essential. Fissara MOVE allows you
to monitor the costs and activities
of your subcontractors and allows
them to self-bill for the work they’ve
carried out.

CRM
A comprehensive feature that
allows the storage of all customer
details, documents, contract and
communications in one place.
Speed up your access to all customer
information. This will allow you
to build up a profile of all your
customers and market specific deals
or incentives to particular customers.

Time Recording/HR
The system automatically records
all the details required to generate
driver timesheets.
Get rid of manual time tracking
and paperwork. Have the flexibility
to manage Overtime, Double Pay,
Holiday, Absence Bonus Work and
corrections without the need for
another software system.

Advanced Vehicle
Management
Reported vehicle defects are
collected from the driver App and
managed at your workshop. Repairs
and returned to services vehicles
have a full audit trails.
Ensure the safety for your drivers
and vehicles on the road and speed
up the repair of defects which
reduces the time your trucks are
off the road where they are earning
money.
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Weighbridge
Record the vehicle details and create
price when customers tip waste at
your site . A waste disposal note,
vehicle and payment details are
automatically generated.
Get accurate and compliant
information when your customers tip
and dispose of waste at your sites.

Advanced Reports
Full audit trails of journeys and waste
movements are stored in fissara.
Produce enhanced management
information for analysis by your
business or an external body.
Gain better visibility of your business
and assets from our digital reporting,
quickly generate reports using
a number of filters on any data
collected in the system.

Tailored Onboarding
Model and configure the fissara
platform to the way your business
operates. Guided by our technical
team we will add your data and get
your business ready for a go live
date.
Fissara can be tailored to meet
the needs of your business from
branding to functionality to help
streamline your operation in one
cloud-based platform. This will help
improve efficiency, boost productivity
and increase your bottom line profit
in the long term and get you ready to
do business digitally.

Kinesis Vehicle Tracking
A powerful yet simple to use platform
that provides you with the insights
you need to control your fleet.
Increase security - Grant access
and permissions on Kinesis to help
manage the security of your fleet
management system and ensure that
the correct teams can control the
right groups of vehicles.
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Improve safety - Create unlimited
alerts to define the incidents you
want to know about and get them
sent directly to management so they
can take action quicker and more
effectively.

Atom Self Install Unit
Simple covert installation, self-install
directly on to the vehicle battery.
Small, light and hard-wearing device
giving you instant tracking from
the moment of install. Because you
can move units yourself, no need
for engineer call outs; saving both
money and time and allowing you
the flexibility to track what you need,
when you need to.

Geofencing
Create virtual zones that trigger an
alert when vehicles enter or leave a
specific area or a point of interest.
Get alerted immediately if a vehicle
enters or leaves an area defined by
you, providing instant actionable
information if your most important
assets are not where they should be.

Vehicle Location
Locate your vehicles on our easy
to use web-based platform also
accessible via mobile app.

training tool to upskill drivers as well
as a profitable bottom line.

Driver & Vehicle
Performance
Get a simple overview of driver
behaviour in particular adherence
to the speed limit, for each vehicle or
driver. Create league tables of best
to worst drivers and have actionable
data to manage and improve driver
performance. Monitor vehicle
utilisation, odometer readings and,
when integrating fuel, monitor vehicle
MPG too.
Will help you to fully understand
the performance of your vehicles
and drivers, how your vehicles are
utilised, alerting you when they
are not achieving what you expect
and ultimately making savings
and efficiencies in fuel spend and
maintenance costs. Keep your
vehicles on the road for longer and
with the most efficient use of fuel.

Fuel Card Integration
Reduce the risk of fuel fraud by
integrating with vehicle tracking and
increase control over fuel costs with
detailed analysis.

Stay informed on the location of
your vehicles with updates every 30
seconds for a real-time view of your
entire fleet. Allowing you to maintain
tight control of your assets and
optimise the use of your fleet.

Improve security and see a decrease
in fraud creating unlimited alerts
including whether the card has been
used in the presence of the vehicle.
Define the incidents you want to know
about and get them sent directly to
management so they can take action
quicker and more effectively.

Journey History

Kinesis Alerts

Review every journey your vehicles
have made via an easy-to-use online
portal.

Create personalised alerts to assist
with efficient running of fleet.

An easy to use online interface to
help you review every journey your
vehicles have made using the preset templates of 30 day period from
daily, weekly and dashboard view.
Controlling and improving driver
behaviour can greatly reduce fuel
and maintenance costs. A great

Create unlimited alerts to define the
incidents you want to know about and
get them sent directly to management
so they can take action quicker and
more effectively.

Kinesis Reports
A suite of detailed reports giving
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you visibility and insight into your
fleet and employees. From driver
time sheets through out of hours
movement to speeding reports.
Know exactly what your assets have
been doing. Review driver speeding
incidents with detailed reports
showing where and when speeding
events occurred along with the
severity of the event.
Kinesis will better help you
understand specific diagnostic
performance of your vehicles and
how they are utilised, alerting you
when they are not achieving what
you expect. This can be seen via
a dashboard or more a detailed
analysis report using the specific
filters and data. Avoid misuse of
company vehicles, unnecessary
maintenance work and highlight
problem even dangerous drivers
before the issue becomes serious.

Kinesis Management
App
With 24/7 fleet analysis, managers
can review driver and vehicle
performance from home, in the office
or on the move.
The app allows for the creation of
reports or alerts that inform specific
behaviours and identify opportunities
for greater efficiency and savings.

Hardwired Device
Requiring an engineer installation,
the device sits behind the vehicle
dash and enables you to gain more
detailed reporting.
For additional driver behaviour
information, including harsh
cornering, harsh breaking and harsh
acceleration along with improved
security features. Get a detailed
view of vehicle location and driver
performance accessed through a
simple to use web-based platform.
Our tools provide analysis to help
you take control, increase security,
improve safety and cut costs.
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Advanced Telematics
Fully customisable for greater
control. User & team permissions,
custom dashboards, alerts and
reports, power take off, tacho
download, API, temperature
monitoring and CANBus integration.
Get a detailed view of vehicle location
and driver performance accessed
through a simple to use web-based
platform. Our tools provide analysis
to help you take control, increase
security, improve safety and cut
costs. Provides incredible depth of
reporting and analysis plus ultimate
control of your fleet and assets.

Camera
Single or multiple camera options.
Access camera footage from
anywhere. Professionally installed
with HD quality 4G connectivity.
Tamper proof and discreet install.
Video footage helps you reduce
costly driving behaviours that can
lead to accidents, such as lane
changing, tailgating, all of which
increase risk and increase fuel
cost. Have immediately actionable
evidence of fault, avoiding lengthy or
unnecessary insurance claims.

Ruggedised Tablet
Range of ruggedised tablets with
Mobile Device Management.
Full control and administration of
mobile devices, such as smartphones,
tablet computers and laptops in one
place on the fissara platform. You can
decide what apps your drivers can
use and ensure they are using the
most up to date versions.
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